2009-2010 Advisory Recommendations for NDHSAA Board Consideration
The following are recommendations with actions posted.

Recommendation X:made recommendation,Y:Yes, N: No (yes-no vote)
NDHSAA Board of Directors will Y: approve or N: deny (y-n)

Adv.
Com

District Chair Recommendations--November 20, 2009
1. Eliminate summer coaching resitrictions for baseball and softball

2. Move "B" boys' and girls' golf to the fall season
3. Approve District and Regional Tournament sites two years in advance
4. Allow sport specific open gyms
5. When you have like seeds and like regions, the top team is the home team in odd years
and the bottom team is the home team in even years
6. File a National Federation rule change to allow unlimited substitutions in volleyball
7. Recommend the use of the white volleyball for district, region and state tournaments
8. Require a Form A phyisical every year
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Cross Country:
1. Suspend mandatory rules clinics until on-line availability. If continue face to face hold
evert second or third year.

x

Boys Soccer:
1. Allow high school sub-varsity coaches to coach out of season

x

Football:
9-Man
1. Start regular season games with introduction of players, coin-flip and then anthem
2. Alternate games the first day of the Dakota Bowl

A Division
None
AA Division
None
AAA Division
None

x
x

Athletic
Review

NDHSAA
Board

1/23/10

3/12/10

All Football Divisions
1. Request that students be able to count all days of practice when practices are missed
because of basic military training, but require three days of practicing in pads.
2. In play-offs, when teams are tied:
a. The top line on the bracket is home in odd numbered years
b. The bottom line on the bracket is home in even numbered years
Class A Girls' Golf
1. Allow each team an alternate on the state roster.
2. Permit subsitution of a player on the second day of state competition.

Boys' Tennis
1. Begin team play at 1:00 p.m. for both girls and boys state tournament
2. The semis of the region and state team tournament should all be held indoors along
with the finals
Volleyball, Class A and B Recommendations
1. Colored Volleyball
a. Used only by mutual consent of teams involved
b. Must be blue/gray/white in color
2. White volleyball must be used for post-season play
3. Propose unlimited substitution to the National Federation
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